Background
Among other diseases, in terms of a chronic rhinosinusitis as well as a polyposis, functional endoscopic sinus surgery (FESS) is the operation of choice if a medicamentous therapy provides no significant improvement or cure for the patient [1] [2] [3] . However, polyposis is a symptom of inflamed nasal mucosa, not a diagnosis itself [4, 5] .
The instrument exchange and the interaction between ENT surgeon and scrub nurse is a very frequent manual maneuver during FESS. Further, it seems to have a significant influence on the SLOT-time, number of instruments, number of interactions, and ergonomic situation.
The clinical motivation for the current study was that different individual instrument tables were located far away from the patient's head, and the only way for the surgeon to take an instrument is via a scrub nurse. Thus, the idea of this study was the development and evaluation of an improved and conveniently positioned instrument table with holding tunnels for the 3 most commonly used instruments, with capacity for cotton and saline for endoscope cleaning, and which can be used as a platform for tissue preparation (e.g., for duraplasty).
The development of an improved instrument table (IT) took place in cooperation with the company KARL STORZ GmbH and Co. KG in Tuttlingen, Germany, and met the following requirements. It enables instrument placement in a standardized and uniform manner, thereby facilitating "blind-grabbing" by the surgeon. Further, it includes an additional fix-point, for the placement of the surgeon's hand or elbow during surgery and it offers short changeover times for the most frequently used instruments.
Based on these qualifications, the improved IT should fulfill the following hypotheses. First, the improved IT should reduce the SLOT-time by a significant reduction of interaction with the instruments and with the scrub nurse. Second, use of the improved IT should lead to a more standardized instrument table, with the ability to place a small amount of instruments. Finally, it should enhance the ergonomic situation during FESS.
Material and Methods

Subjects
We assessed 150 surgeries using the improved IT from 1 October 2013 to 30 June 2014 (group A) and another 150 surgeries without use of the improved IT from 1 February 2013 to 31 October 2014 as a control group (group B). We also estimated the mean Lund-Mackay Score in both groups [6] . The age and gender distribution was comparable among both groups.
Protocol
A vote of the Ethics Commission was not necessary, due to the unchanged configuration of the operation and the redundant flow of information. Nevertheless, a comprehensive briefing for the patient was carried out in each case.
The improved instrument table (IT)
The improved IT is 0.49 m long and 0.24 m wide, resulting in a surface area of 1.18 m 2 . It is placed closer to the patients' situs than are conventional instrument tables. Thus, it is located closer to the field of action and nearby the surgeon (Figure 1 ). On the improved IT, 3 instruments (e.g., the straight and the angled Blakesley and the navigation pointer) are stored in holding tunnels in a standardized manner.
Approach
For the evaluation of outcomes of the surgical procedures, several parameters were collected during FESS and compared between the 2 groups with (A) and without (B) application of the improved IT. We estimated the preparation-time, the SLOT-time, the number of different instruments used, and the number of manual interactions with the instruments from their uptake to their deposition. We also counted the number of interactions between surgeon and scrub nurse for each instrument given to the surgeon and put back. In addition, the ergonomics of instrument interaction was evaluated by grades given by the surgery team, from 1 (very good) to 5 (unsatisfactory).
Results
Times
The mean LMSc was 18.5±2.0 (standard deviation, SD) in group A and 17.9±2.1 (SD) in group B. The preparation-time with the improved IT was 5.2±1.1 min (SD) and without the improved IT was 5.1±1.1 min (SD). Thus, the preparation-time with the improved IT was extended by 0.1 min.
The SLOT-time was 44.3±7.2 min (SD) with the improved IT and 55.1 ±9.5 min (SD) without, resulting in a reduction of time of 19.6% in group A compared to group B (Figure 2 ).
Number of manual interactions
The number of different instruments used during FESS was 11.0±2.0 (SD) in group A and 17.0±2.8 (SD) in group B.
Consequently, with application of the improved IT, 35.3% fewer instruments were used.
Regarding the number of manual interactions with instruments from their uptake to their deposition, there were 59.0±11.0 (SD) interactions in group A and 64.0±10.5 (SD) in group B, resulting in a reduction of 7.8% in group A compared to group B.
Further, the number of manual interactions between surgeon and scrub nurse was 21.0±14.0 (SD) in group A and 62.0±1.1 (SD) in group B, resulting in a reduction of interactions of 66.1% in group A in comparison to group B (Figure 3 ).
Ergonomics
The mean grades concerning the ergonomics of the instrument interaction were 1.5±0.2 (SD) in group A and 2.5±0.9 (SD) in group B. Therefore, the ergonomics improved by 40% with use of the improved IT (Figure 4 ).
Discussion
The improved IT fulfilled the hypotheses of the current study. The reduction of SLOT-time occurring with use of the improved IT is ascribed to a reduction of the surgeon's interaction with the instruments and the scrub nurse. We also found that use of the improved IT leads to a more standardized instrument table with fewer of the 3 most frequently used instruments. Additionally, the improved IT clearly improves ergonomics during FESS. The International Rhinosinusitis Advisory Board reported that 20% of the population has rhinosinusitis [7] . Further, Bhattacharyya et al. reported about nearly 1 in 3000 adults/year are affected by recurrent acute rhinosinusitis [8] .
Since its chronic form is commonly treated by FESS, the importance of improved surgical conditions is obvious [9] . The Federal Office of Statistics reported that there are 438 811 such operations performed in Germany every year, 14 515 of them in Sachsen [10] , showing the importance of nasal and paranasal surgery in Germany. The only potential disadvantage found was a reduction in the working space, which is already scarce and can reduce the surgeon's scope, but, compared to the benefits, the reduced working space is a minor problem.
Conclusions
The improved IT is clearly advantageous for everyday use in surgery. Due to its advantages of reduction of SLOT-time and manual interactions and the improvement of the ergonomics of instrument interaction, it offers great benefit for FESS and can be of value in other types of surgery such as duraplasty. 
